In this paper equilibrium states on shift spaces are considered. A uniqueness theorem for equilibrium states is proved. Then we study a particular class of continuous functions. We characterize the functions of this class which satisfy Ruelle's Perron-Frobenius condition, those which admit a measure determined by a homogeneity condition, and those which have unique equilibrium state. In particular, we get examples for the nonuniqueness of the equilibrium state.
0. Introduction. In [7] Walters proved a very general variational principle for dynamical systems. He considered a compact metric space X and a continuous map T: X -* X. C(X) denotes the Banach space of all real-valued continuous functions on X. The pressure is defined as real-valued function P on C(X ) (see §1 of [7] ). Walters showed that P(cp) = sup eM rx^(h(T) + p(tp)), where MT(X) denotes the collection of all T-invariant probability measures on X and h (T) the entropy of p with respect to T. A p such that A (T) + p(y) attains its supremum is called equilibrium state. Walters based himself on a paper by Ruelle. [6] , who considered a Z" action on a compact metric space and proved a variational principle, when the action is expansive and satisfies the specification condition. Intrinsically ergodic dynamical systems, i.e. those having a unique measure maximizing entropy, have been thoroughly investigated (see e.g. [9] ). A more general question is to find dynamical systems (X, T) and functions <p G C(X) admitting a unique equilibrium state.
Bowen [1] considers one-sided subshifts 2^ of finite type and the set €A C C(ZA) of those functions which are Holder continuous with respect to a certain metric on Xj. For each <p G C(2A) he defines the operator £ on C(2£) by ev/(x) = Sveo-ij e^f (y) and shows that, if <p G %, £" satisfies the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius (RPF) condition, i.e. there are X > 0, A measures, for which t^h = Xh, t*v = Xv, v(h) = 1 and X~m£™f converges uniformly to v(f)h for every/ G C(2A) [1, Theorem 1.7] . By this condition X, v and h are uniquely determined. Furthermore X = ePXfP> and the RPFmeasure p defined by p(f ) = v(hf ) is shift invariant.
From the above properties of v and h Bowen deduces for cp E ^A that p satisfies a homogeneity condition, i.e. there are cx, c2 > 0 and F such that . By this condition P and p are uniquely determined and F = P(cp). The measure p will be called homogeneous.
Bowen then shows that the homogeneous measure is an equilibrium state for cp E ^A and that this equilibrium state is unique [1, Theorem 1.22].
The purpose of this paper is to consider these problems for functions which are not Holder continuous. In § 1 we bring the definitions and prove that every continuous function for which the RPF-condition is valid has a unique equilibrium state. This follows immediately from the methods deduced in the papers of Walters [8] and Ledrappier [5] and generalizes Bowen's result in [1] .
The remainder of the paper deals with a particular class of functions, which were studied earlier in statistical mechanics. The corresponding situation there is called the Fisher model (see [4] and [2] ). In §2 of this paper we characterize the functions of this class which satisfy the RPF-condition, in §3 those which admit a homogeneous measure, and in § §4 and 5 those which have unique equilibrium state. In particular, §4 gives examples for the nonuniqueness of the equilibrium state. §5 also contains a summary of these results.
1. Let 2^ denote a subshift of 2+ = Yi™ {1,2,...,«} of finite type and a the one-sided shift on it. M ÇEA) denotes the collection of all Borel probability measures of 1A and Ma(2A) the collection of all a-invariant ones. For each cp E CÇ2A), the Banach space of all real-valued continuous functions with supremum norm ||-||, we define the operator £ on C(S^) by £,/(x)= 2 e^f(y).
Set Smcp(x) = 2/To1 "rV^)-Then tmf(x)= 2 tw(Sm<p(y))f(j).
We shall say that cp satisfies the RPF-condition if there are X > 0, h E C(2+) with h > 0 and v G A/(2^) for which t^h = Xh, t*p = Xv, v(h)
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Hence £m/-> /x(/) uniformly. 9 satisfies the requirement 2^6"-iÄ e9^ = I-Therefore, for m G Af(2^), the following are equivalent (see Theorem 2.1 of (ii) m E M0(2^) and m is an equilibrium state for rp. Now if u is the RPF-measure vh, we have £ p = p. Hence p is an equilibrium state for 9 and, hence, for <p.
On the other hand, if p is an equilibrium state for <p, it is one for fp, hence £ /i = /t. As ç satisfies the RPF-condition and the RPF-measure is uniquely determined by this condition, the theorem is proved. 
Now and, hence,
Iterating this step one gets A-^n-nü)
by (2. Theorem. The function g defined by (2.1) has a homogeneous measure iff 2*°=o ak is convergent.
Proof. First we shall show that, if 2 ok is divergent, there is no homogeneous measure.
Suppose there is one. Then by (3.1) one has lory, z G 0[x0
Taking the logarithm and setting K = logc2 -loge,, Smg(y) < Smg(z) + K and, therefore (change the places of y and z), By (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) one gets Me~¿K < Q < Le2* and the proof is completed by (3.3).
Remark that, if 2 <*k 1S divergent, condition (3.1) may be "almost" satisfied (in the sense of (3.12) and (3.15) below) for the measure p -vh.
For example choose ak = log(k + 2)/(k + 1). Then sk = log(k + 2) and vk = (» -\)(k + 2)X~k~x. We have sk -+ oo, but by (3.6), By (3.3), (3.13) and (3.14) there are cx,c2>0 such that This implies
< limAT1 log(k + 1) + limk-lCk = 0 by (4.5).
Hence the lemma is proved. On the other hand The following lemma is well known. The first column of this table has been proved in §2, the second one in §3. The first both "yes" in the last column follow from the first both "yes" in the first column by (1.1). The "no" has been proved in §4 for 22 , but it is easily carried over to the case of 2+. It remains for this section to prove the last both "yes" in the third column. Again we give the proofs for 2^.
Theorem. 7/2 eSk < 1, then 8XX... is the unique equilibrium state for g. where x = ff0 -a0 and ô = 21=0 e'* (then 1 -be* = 2f=; e1*)-By (5.2) for every e with 0 < e < 1 -b one can choose 5Q such that 0 < ôg -a0 < logo" (this guarantees the existence of an 3¡ satisfying 2 e1k = 1) and that the right-hand side of (5.9) is greater than 2*=/ e¡k ~ s 
